The role of machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI) in the health care sector is rapidly expanding. This expansion may be accelerated by the global spread of COVID-19, which has provided new opportunities for AI prediction, screening, and image processing capabilities.[@bib0001] Applications of AI can be as straightforward as using natural language processing to turn clinical notes into electronic data points or as complex as a deep learning neural network performing image analysis for diagnostic support. The goal of these tools is not to replace health care professionals, but to enable better patient experience and better inform the clinical decision-making process to improve the safety and reliability of clinicians.

Clinicians and health systems using these new tools should be aware of some of the key issues related to safety and quality in the development and use of machine learning and AI. The performance of a chatbot on a shopping website poses little harm to users, but AI used in health care, particularly clinical decision supports or diagnostic tools, can have significant impact on a patient\'s treatment. Inaccurate algorithm output or incorrect interpretation by clinicians could lead to significant adverse events for patients, such as inaccurate diagnoses, discriminatory clinical practices, private data leaks, or uses that generate profits for users at the expense of patient care.[@bib0002] We discuss key considerations for the safe development of AI tools, how to promote the safety and quality of care in AI implementation, and the transparency needs essential to building public trust.

The United States remains in the early stages of determining how AI will be regulated. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has proposed a regulatory framework for the review and approval of AI devices, though much of this policy is still in a proposed or pilot stage.[@bib0003] ^,^ [@bib0004] The agency\'s intent is still clear: Manufacturers should have policies that ensure data are clinically relevant, acquired in a consistent manner, and sufficiently transparent to support the trust and understanding of data users.

Safety and Quality Issues in AI Development {#sec0001}
===========================================

A primary limitation in the development of effective AI systems is the caliber of data.[@bib0005] Machine learning, the underlying technology for many AI tools, feeds data traits such as patient demographic data or disease state, into an algorithm from large data sets to draw more accurate relationships between input traits and outcomes.[@bib0006] The limitation for any AI is that the program cannot exceed the performance level reflected in the training data. Accuracy and completeness in the training data contribute to the accuracy of the model, giving rise to the aphorism "garbage in, garbage out."

Ensuring an Accurate Ground Truth {#sec0002}
---------------------------------

Many AI models rely on training data that reflect the "ground truth," a best-case scenario in which researchers know the outcome in question, based on direct observation. Retroactively establishing the "ground truth" requires careful clinical review and annotation, which is a time- and resource-intensive process. However, the "ground truth" is not always easily determined. Clinicians may interpret cases differently or assign different labels for broadly defined conditions, leading to poor reproducibility.[@bib0007] Structured reporting in electronic health records (EHRs) can improve the availability of accurately annotated data.[@bib0008] Structured reporting avoids retrospective analysis by labeling information when it is collected, and the consistent language and notation format fosters the ability to convert structured text into data annotations.[@bib0009]

Relying on Health Records {#sec0003}
-------------------------

Relying on EHRs is not always a viable option for a variety of reasons. Privacy protection statutes may limit information sharing, particularly for protected health information. This information is protected by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), which requires de-identification prior to sharing. Whether, and how, these data sharing agreements are disclosed will also affect the public\'s sense of trust and level of comfort with AI tools.[@bib0010] Balancing data security and business transparency practices can build patient trust in how health data are used in the development of AI tools.

In addition, records from health systems or plans may not be complete and may contain mistakes. As an example, a patient\'s primary diagnoses may be well-documented in his or her health record, while comorbidities or complications after a hospital stay are less accurately recorded.[@bib0011] Inaccurate data drawn from EHRs limit the accuracy of an algorithm\'s analysis.

Threat of Selection and Implicit Biases {#sec0004}
---------------------------------------

From data collection through testing and use, developers must carefully consider the threat of selection and implicit biases. The promise of machine learning lies in advanced pattern-finding capabilities, which also serve as a potential pitfall. Pattern recognition can lead a program to incorporate unintended human biases, such as racial, gender, or socioeconomic biases.[@bib0012], [@bib0013], [@bib0014] Biases incorporated into AI reflect current and historical disparities in clinical care and outcomes, and without careful review, stand to further entrench bias into the health care system, preserving worse outcomes for vulnerable populations. A widely deployed algorithm was recently shown to underselect Black patients for follow-up care. Instead of relying on clinical risk levels, the algorithm predicted needs based on projected levels of care spending, a historically disparate measure resulting from unequal access to care.[@bib0015] Other examples include natural language processing programs that recognized implicit associations between stereotypical male and female roles based on language contained in clinical records.[@bib0016] Preventing implicit bias in AI development requires a close understanding of what the training data is measuring. Testing algorithms for potential discriminatory outcomes regularly during development and across diverse health systems can reduce the risk of unintended bias in AI systems.[@bib0017]

Data Sourcing and Security {#sec0005}
--------------------------

Data drawn from a single source may also present a risk for algorithms intended for application in large populations. Environmental exposure, social behavior, economic status, and racial and ethnic composition of the population all influence health outcomes and thus the associations learned by AI. Basing an algorithm on a single hospital or region may limit its generalizability.[@bib0018] In addition to geographic regions, developers should ensure that AI tools intended for widespread use are validated across multiple health care environments (for example, hospitals, long term care facilities, and so on).

Data silos in independent health systems discourage the exchange of health information among developers. Improved data sharing capabilities offer an opportunity to greatly expand the availability of data beyond a single site. In recent years, federal regulators have taken steps to require health information technology (IT) developers to facilitate data sharing through EHRs. As part of the Medicare payment system, the Promoting Interoperability Program has encouraged health information exchange capabilities through required reporting,[@bib0019] and the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and the Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC) recently issued rules aimed at standardizing data formats and curbing practices that would inhibit information sharing.[@bib0020] ^,^ [@bib0021]

Cloud-based computing platforms, which can store tremendous amounts of data, provide researchers an opportunity to store, exchange, and access data beyond their home organization. Such large, third-party repositories of annotated clinical data could provide a trustworthy, transparent source of data to developers, an idea supported by the FDA.[@bib0022] These platforms could mitigate the risks of single-site data, yet these data exchange goals necessitate additional security measures because electronic data---particularly health data---are a target for criminals. HIPAA requires that organizations take steps to ensure the security of protected health data, such as regular organizational audits and controlled access to protected information. Cloud-based platforms require additional encryption measures to prevent data loss, as data transmissions and storage are vulnerable to theft or unauthorized modification.[@bib0023] Encryption methods are continually adapting to meet the challenge of protecting against data breaches.

The fulfillment of interoperability efforts would provide researchers a secure means of health data exchange and foster rigorous AI development. High-quality output, and thus improved clinical care, requires high-quality input.

Safety and Quality Issues in AI Use {#sec0006}
===================================

With more AI applications coming to market and health systems beginning to develop machine learning algorithms in-house, it is vital that providers take a thoughtful approach to implementing AI into the care process. Although the interplay between human work and digital information is not a new phenomenon, using AI--enabled clinical decision support magnifies the role software plays in the clinical planning process.

Automation Biases {#sec0007}
-----------------

"Deskilling" and "automation complacency" are two challenges to health care quality that can result from the increased emphasis on digital decision support. *Deskilling* is the loss of skills after a human task is automated.[@bib0024] This loss of skills can adversely affect clinician autonomy, reducing decision-making quality, diagnostic reasoning, and communication with patients.

Overreliance on automated decision support can also lead to automation complacency, as the human users or interpreters of AI output become overly reliant on AI support.[@bib0025] In decision making, confirmation bias leads clinicians to give inordinate weight to evidence that supports their prediction. Automation bias instead causes decision makers to stop looking for evidence after given a machine-generated output.[@bib0026] Complex tasks, such as diagnostic image interpretation, increase the likelihood of machine reliance, and studies have shown declines in human performance as a result of repeated use of computer-aided decision support.[@bib0027], [@bib0028], [@bib0029] Deskilling and automation biases can contribute to adverse events if complacent clinicians miss computer errors. The primacy of technological assessment may also affect examination skills as physicians lose the nuance of unique patient histories and subjugate informed decision making to technology-dependent reasoning.[@bib0030]

Health care organizations should take steps to ensure that personnel who make decisions based on AI output have the training to recognize and prevent potential adverse safety events. Avoiding dependence on machine input is critical to preventing medical error. If an AI system is unable to make a prediction, relying on unready or untrained staff to make the same prediction is likely not an appropriate or safe work process. Work systems should be designed to empower personnel to speak up or flag unusual predictions for review. Clinicians should also participate in activities designed to maintain their skills and expertise to combat automation complacency.

Patient Relationships {#sec0008}
---------------------

Many clinicians hope that AI will free them to focus on patient interaction, but the popularization of computer-aided decision supports may just as well have negative effects on patient relationships. Research on the overreliance of technology in medicine has found that the increased use of EHRs has led to a prioritization of physician-technology interactions over physician-patient interactions, leading to decreased patient satisfaction, a scenario that could foreshadow the role of AI in patient care.[@bib0030] Patients also deserve to be informed of the use of AI in clinical care. The failure to disclose the use of AI tools to patients may diminish the trust between patients and clinicians.[@bib0031]

Building Public Trust by Increasing Transparency and Understanding {#sec0009}
==================================================================

Whether AI tools are readily adopted in health care settings depends on developing public trust of AI. Clinicians and patients must believe that AI applications are safe and effective, with a basic process that is explainable to users. Achieving this goal requires transparency from developers and clinical credibility for users.

An algorithm\'s clinical credibility demands reproducibility. Developers should be encouraged to provide ample transparency of methods, models, and data used in AI development to establish reproducibility. This transparency fosters the development of AI tools that are explainable. If an algorithm is bound by a set of rules, these conditions should be understandable to clinicians, and the results or predictions of an algorithm should make sense to providers using the tool.[@bib0032] Requiring manufacturers to publicly post understandable summaries of algorithms and updates as part of the FDA approval process has been proposed as one method of ensuring explainable AI systems.[@bib0033]

Transparent and explainable AI also helps combat the "black box" problem. In complex AI models, such as artificial neural networks, decision-making steps become opaque as multiple inputs are considered and weighted before arriving at an output. Between the input data and output prediction arises a "hidden layer" of computing, which makes it harder to spot errors or bias even as it expands the capabilities of machine learning. The "black box" of hidden layer connections can mask why a particular decision was made. Detecting architectural bias in a black box system is difficult and requires statistical analysis of the output, which can be aided with some technical solutions, such as "saliency maps" that identify the area of an image that was weighted the most in decision making.[@bib0034] Being able to determine what information was available for use by the software can help prevent errors. Enabling a learning opportunity for mistakes or near misses and real-world performance monitoring is critical. Additional research must be done on integrating developing technologies like saliency maps into learning and accountability programs. In the meantime, the use of AI tools in clinical practice should be controlled to scenarios in which tools behave predictably and are designed to fail safely, such as rejecting to make any predictions that do not meet a set threshold for confidence, and yield to human interpretation.[@bib0005]

Despite the potential for AI in health care to improve diagnosis or reduce human error, a failure in an AI program would affect large numbers of patients. Clinical uptake will ultimately be dependent on building a thorough evidence base to demonstrate safety and security.

Conclusion {#sec0010}
==========

Health care providers should be building their understanding of how machine learning algorithms are developed. Collecting large amounts of data has caused growth in new AI tools, but the success of these tools relies on ensuring that data are high quality: accurate, clinically relevant, and tested across multiple settings. While the regulatory structure for AI tools is being codified, health systems should examine how to safely introduce these new tools into their workflow. Carefully considering how to integrate AI tools can prevent adverse events and help deliver on the promise of machine learning.
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